The Two-User Responsive Workbench: Support for Collaboration Through Individual Views of a Shared Space
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Abstract

We present the two-user Responsive Workbench: a projection-based virtual reality system that allows two people to simultaneously view individual stereoscopic image pairs from their own viewpoints. The system tracks the head positions of both users and computes four images - one for each eye of each person. To display the four images as two stereo pairs, we must ensure each image is correctly presented to the appropriate eye. We describe a hardware solution to this display problem as well as registration and calibration procedures. These procedures ensure that when two users point to the same location on a virtual object, their fingers will physically touch. Since the stereo pairs are independent, we have the option of displaying specialized views of the shared virtual environment to each user. We present several scenarios in which specialized views might be useful.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer graphics]: Virtual Reality, I.3.1 [Computer graphics]: Three-Dimensional Displays.

Keywords: Virtual environments, Responsive Workbench.

1 Introduction

Many tasks require people to work together and there is great interest in using technology to improve the effectiveness of group activities. Groups, unlike individuals working alone, communicate and exchange information. For example, a whiteboard provides a single shared drawing surface that facilitates such collaborative interaction. Users can communicate by voice, gestures and by writing on the shared surface. A natural question is whether virtual environments can similarly provide a shared space in which collaborative interactions occur as easily and smoothly as they would in the real world.

Projection-based virtual reality systems such as the CAVE [4] and the Responsive Workbench [8] [7] are close analogues to whiteboards. In such systems, stereoscopic images are projected onto a large screen allowing groups of people to simultaneously view a virtual environment. As with whiteboards, the whole group is focused on the same display screen and can interact with one another in a natural manner. These systems track the head position of a single user and compute a stereoscopic image pair for that person’s point of view. Unfortunately, when non-tracked users see these images, the virtual environment appears distorted. This distortion makes it difficult for non-tracked users to visually examine and refer to virtual objects.

In this paper, we describe an extension to the Responsive Workbench that allows two users to see individual stereoscopic images from their own viewpoint. Our two viewer display system is based on the common single viewer stereo display technique of frame interleaving. The system tracks the head positions of both users and computes four images - one for each eye of each person. The four images are displayed in sequence and we ensure each image is correctly presented only to the appropriate eye. Since both users see correct stereo images for their own point of view, they both see an undistorted, perspective correct view of the virtual environment. With proper calibration, when the users point to the same location on a virtual object their fingers will touch, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Two users simultaneously view a shared virtual environment on the Responsive Workbench. Calibration ensures that when they point to the same feature on the virtual cube, their fingers touch. Note that the image on the Workbench is rendered for the point of view of the camera.
We begin with a discussion of the problems with face-to-face collaboration that might benefit from specialized views of a virtual environment. In section 5, we present several scenarios that provide two users with perspective correct views of the same virtual environment on the Responsive Workbench. In sections 3 and 4, we describe the hardware and calibration required to create this shared space. In section 5, we present several scenarios that might benefit from specialized views of a virtual environment. We begin with a discussion of the problems with face-to-face collaboration in current projection-based virtual reality systems.

2 Support for Face-To-Face Collaboration

Face-to-face collaboration is difficult in current projection-based virtual reality systems because they do not provide a visually consistent shared space for all users. Before we analyze this problem in detail, let’s consider what face-to-face collaboration entails.

Direct verbal communication is the most common type of interaction amongst a group of people. In a face-to-face situation, facial expressions and hand gestures provide important backchannels which create a sense of awareness and involvement within the group [2]. Other visual cues such as lip motions make it easier to understand what a speaker is saying. When a group performs a task in a shared physical space, gestures are often used to refer to objects. Such gestural interactions are important in establishing a shared context for the group [11]. When someone refers to an object by pointing to it, the object becomes the focus of the group. It is because of these visual cues that people often find it easier to communicate and collaborate when they are face-to-face than across a voice-only medium like a telephone [1]. Thus, face-to-face collaboration requires that participants can see some representation of one another and is best achieved when they share a single, visually consistent environment.

In projection-based virtual reality systems, users can see each other and therefore communicate face-to-face. However, current systems do not give the users a single visually consistent environment to discuss. Since the stereo images are perspective-correct only for the point of view of the tracked user, non-tracked users will notice two types of distortions (visual inconsistencies) in the stereo images:

- **Point of View Distortion:** For non-tracked users, virtual objects appear to shear or lean in some direction because they are not viewing the environment from the point of view for which it was rendered.

As shown in figure 2, a non-tracked user would see a distorted image when standing to the left of a tracked user. In the appendix, we analyze the point of view distortion in more detail.

- **Motion Distortion:** Since the stereoscopic image is computed for the tracked-user’s head position, the image changes whenever the tracked user moves. To the non-tracked user who cannot predict the motions of the tracked user, these changes seem haphazard and cause disorientation.

Despite this distortion, it is possible for the users to talk about the general features of the virtual environment. The shear caused by the first distortion requires non-tracked users to stand close to tracked users to get an approximately correct view of the environment. If a tracked user points at a certain point on a virtual object, the non-tracked user will see the tracked user pointing at a different point in the virtual model, even though both see the tracked user pointing to the same point in physical space. For the users this is unintuitive and reduces the feeling of a shared space.

The second type of distortion can be jarring if the tracked user moves quickly. In normal use, tracked users will continuously move their heads by small amounts as they are examining the virtual objects. This motion causes the environment to continually swim for non-tracked users. We can solve both of these distortion problems by giving the users individual, viewpoint dependent, perspective-correct stereo image pairs.

3 Two-Viewer Display Method

The most common display technique for single viewer stereoscopic image displays uses two different frame buffers to store images computed for the left and right eyes. The display hardware alternates scanning out the two buffers at a typical rate of 120Hz, 60 images per eye per second. Shutter glasses are used to ensure that each eye sees only the appropriate image.

In order for two viewers to see individual stereoscopic image pairs, four different images must be rendered and displayed. We extended the single-viewer approach described above to two viewers by using four different frame buffers, one buffer for each eye of each user. As shown in figure 3, our current hardware consists of a Silicon Graphics Onyx2 workstation with four R10000 processors and two Infinite Reality graphics pipelines. Each pipeline generates two of the four images in parallel with the other pipeline. The generated frames are merged using custom hardware that interleaves two genlocked analog video streams. Our frame interleaving hardware supports a variety of resolutions and refresh rates, including a high refresh rate configuration with a screen size of 1280x492 at 144Hz, and a higher resolution configuration with a screen size of 1024x768 at 120Hz. The bandwidth of our current projector prevents us from...
using higher refresh rates or larger screen sizes than the ones described above.

We have also modified the design of the single viewer shutter glasses for use with this system. In addition to the two standard one eye open, one eye closed states, we added a third state in which both eyes are closed. This state is required whenever the images for the other viewer are displayed.

The main drawbacks of this two viewer approach are that we cut the display frame rate in half for each user compared to the single viewer approach, and that the images had a slight but noticeable flicker at the frame rates we were able to display. Also, half of the frames seen by each user are black while the views for the other user are shown. These black frames will reduce the perceived brightness of the images seen by the user, since the users see only half the amount of light as they would in a single user system.

The methods of the previous section provide each user with an independent stereo view for two users. The images for both users, and facilitates the interaction between the users and the virtual objects.

4 Registration and Calibration

The methods of the previous section provide each user with an independent view onto a shared environment. In order for them to interact with this environment, we must calibrate the display and tracking systems so that a user can simply reach out and directly interact with virtual objects. This requires that the coordinate systems for the various devices are properly aligned. Our system uses three different coordinate systems: The user’s head and hand motions are tracked with a tracking system, which reports coordinates in its own tracker coordinate system. Registration connects these three coordinate systems together to provide a common reference frame. We choose the physical coordinate system as our reference system, and affix it to the table top so that its origin is in the middle of the table, z is up and x and y are aligned with the edges of the table.

Accurately registering these three spaces to each other provides each user with a perspective correct image, and ensures that when both users point to the same virtual object, they also point to the same point in physical space above the tabletop. The three coordinate systems are registered in two steps: First, the virtual coordinate system is registered to the physical coordinate system, and then the tracker coordinate system to the physical coordinate system.

4.1 Registering the physical and virtual systems

We begin by aiming and aligning the projector so that the displayed image is centered on the table top and aligned parallel to the edges of the table. We then carefully linearize the display to ensure that virtual objects do not change size and shape when they are moved across the table. These two steps accurately register the virtual image plane with the physical xy-plane. Finally, we define our perspective projection so that the virtual and physical coordinate systems are aligned and use the same physical units. This projection depends on the physical size of the displayed image, which we measure with a ruler.

4.2 Registering the physical and tracking systems

The simplest way of registering the tracker and physical coordinate systems is to determine the transformation mapping the coordinate frame of the tracking system onto the coordinate frame of the physical table. This can be accomplished by measuring the location of three known points on the physical table using the tracking system. The corresponding points define a change-of-basis matrix between the two coordinate frames.

This method works well when there are no distortions in the tracker measurements. However, all tracking devices suffer distortions, and those present in magnetic systems like the Polhemus Fastrak can be quite large [10]. We have developed a look-up table approach for correcting these distortions, which is similar to methods developed by Bryson [3], Ghazisaedy et al. [6], and Livingston [9]. We begin by measuring points on a grid in physical space using a Polhemus 6DOF stylus. For each of these points, we save the corresponding location reported in tracker space. These measurements are samples of a function mapping physical space into tracker space. We compute the inverse of this function on a grid in tracker space, and then use trilinear interpolation to map positions reported by the tracker into our physical coordinate system.

We measured absolute position error in the space above the table surface and in front of the table where users normally stand. Using the above method, our position measurements have an average error of approximately 0.5cm and a maximum error of less than 3cm over the operating space of the Workbench, as compared to an average error of 3cm and a maximum error of 14cm or more without our distortion correction.

Combining the two registration steps yields accurate stereoscopic images for both users, and facilitates the interaction between the users and the virtual objects.

5 Specialized Views of a Shared Environment

In face-to-face collaborations, participants generally assume that the objects in the environment are visible to all the participants. If I see an object in the real world I can safely assume that you see it as well. Most of the examples we have designed for the two-user Responsive Workbench conform to this real world assumption and present exactly the same virtual environment to both users.
Sometimes, however, collaborators are interested in different aspects of a shared environment. One advantage of displaying individual stereo pairs with the two-user Responsive Workbench system is that each user can see a specialized view of the environment. We can independently display and highlight the information that is most important to each of them. This may keep the users from being overwhelmed by extraneous information and help to focus their attention on the most relevant details of the environment.

We have developed three scenarios that make use of such specialized views. The scenarios are described in figures 4–6 and are meant as simple demonstrations of situations in which specialized views might prove useful. The scenarios are based on more general strategies for partitioning information among multiple viewers of a shared environment. The strategies are not mutually exclusive and we expect applications to use different combinations of them.

Layer Partitioning. Many virtual models, simulations, or environments contain distinct layers of information that can be viewed independently or superimposed in combination to be viewed all at once. Typically each layer contains a very specific type of information and when all the layers are viewed at once, the spatial information density is so high that it is impossible to interpret or analyze the data. Moreover, in many cases each user will only be interested in a few layers of the model. Instead of displaying all the layers to every user, we can present individually specialized views of only the layers each user is most interested in. In figure 4, we develop a scenario that uses this layer partitioning strategy to facilitate a construction Contractors’ Meeting. The layer partitioning technique does require some knowledge of the kinds of information users will be interested in during the modeling process. The approach is less useful for a user that needs information which is spread across many layers.

Given a model made up of information layers it is also possible to present different users with different representations of the same layer. In our contractors scenario (see figure 4), a bricklayer might see a detailed representation of each individual brick while the roof is represented as a single large slab. Simultaneously a roofer might see individual roof tiles while the walls are represented as slabs. Both users see both the walls and roof information layers, but the level of abstraction in the presentation of the layers is dependent on what each user is most interested in.

Spatial Partitioning. Some virtual environments can be spatially partitioned so that each user only sees a small region of the environment in exhaustive detail. We can deemphasize non-focus regions by presenting them at a lower level of geometric detail than the focus region. This type of partitioning works especially well for large display surfaces like the Responsive Workbench. If users stand close to the display surface, it provides a large field of view. Users tend to focus on subregions of the surface rather than viewing the entire surface. We develop an Air Traffic scenario in figure 5 that makes use of spatial partitioning.

Private Information. In some environments, some information is relatively independent of the shared space and of interest only to a single user. Such private information is not considered part of the general virtual environment, but may be very useful to a particular user. In figure 6, we describe a scenario in which a teacher uses private notes while giving an Anatomy Lesson to a student. Tang [11] describes meetings in which participants take notes or sketch ideas on a private notepad which they later make public and present to the rest of the group. Such private information spaces could be useful for developing one’s own ideas in a group setting.

Carried to an extreme, specializing views can lead to a situation in which each user sees a completely different environment and there is no longer a shared space. With two-user technology, it is possible for each user to be engaged in a completely different application. In such cases, having two simultaneous users is probably not very useful. When displaying specialized information, the challenge is to ensure that the notion of a shared space is not lost.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The two-user Responsive Workbench is a projection-based virtual reality system that supports tight, face-to-face collaborative interaction between two users. We have developed a hardware setup for enabling a two-user frame interleaved display, allowing us to present each user with a perspective-correct view of a shared virtual environment.

We are currently exploring methods for improving the display hardware and examining the feasibility of scaling this approach to support more than two users. We have encountered three limitations in our two-user display hardware: flicker, crosstalk and reduction of brightness. Flicker is caused by our current refresh rate of 144Hz, yielding only 36Hz per eye, per user. Crosstalk occurs because the CRT phosphors do not completely decay between the display of consecutive frames. Next generation video projectors promise higher refresh rates which should reduce flicker, but will necessitate faster phosphors or different technology. Higher refresh rates may also enable three or four user display systems. However, the ratio of time for which each user actually sees an image decreases as support for two or more users is added to the system. Users will experience this as a reduction in the brightness of the display.

As we discussed, specialized views is an interface paradigm that might be useful for reducing information overload or maintaining a boundary between public and private spaces. However, it is still unclear whether real-world applications supporting collaborative work would benefit from specialized views. Currently we are trying to identify such applications. We hope to assess the effectiveness of specialized views in aiding collaborative interactions within these applications.

Giving users the ability to view the same virtual environment while standing near one another allows them to communicate about the environment by voice and gesture. We are just beginning to explore the types of software tools and interfaces that might further assist such collaborative interaction. Cutler et al. [5] have shown that two-handed interaction tools can be useful in the Responsive Workbench environment. In a two user system, there are three or four hands possibly acting in a coordinated fashion. We are investigating how to extend their methods for this situation.

In this paper, we have demonstrated that a frame-interleaved stereo display on a projection-based system is possible for two simultaneous viewers. We expect that several simultaneous viewers will be possible in the near future. We believe that the advent of such technology will provide a great opportunity for developing tools, interfaces and paradigms that strengthen face-to-face collaborative interaction in a shared virtual environment.
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Figure 4: The Contractors’ Meeting. Several contractors are responsible for designing and constructing various sections of a house. Each section is a different layer of information in our house model. One layer contains the wall support structure for the house, another contains the roof structure, still another contains the wiring and so on. (a) Two contractors are discussing modifications to a wall that supports part of the roof above. One contractor is responsible for the wall support structure, and the other for the roof. Both contractors see a basic model of the house, plus an additional information layer specific to their responsibilities. Areas where their work may come into conflict are shown to both contractors. (b) The wall contractor sees all walls that require modification in green and part of the roof that will be affected by the modifications. (c) The roofing contractor sees the entire roof and the wall that is being discussed for modification in green.

Figure 5: The Anatomy Lesson. (a) A teacher is using a virtual skeleton to teach anatomy. Both the student and teacher see the virtual skeleton, but only the teacher sees custom notes about the lesson. These notes include tags that appear when the teacher points to a bone. Here the teacher asks the student about a bone, indicating which one by pointing to it. (b) The student sees the indicated bone highlighted, but cannot see the notes about the bone. (c) In this case, the teacher privately sees his notes about the pelvis.

Figure 6: Air Traffic. (a) Two users monitor air traffic over the continental United States using an air traffic visualizer. They divide the responsibility by spatially partitioning the US into eastern and western regions. Under this spatial partitioning, both users see flights that cross over both regions. (b) Only the user responsible for the western half of the country sees flights that stay in the western region. (c) Only the user responsible for the eastern half sees those that stay in the eastern region. Flights that stay within a region leave purple trails while those that cross between regions leave blue trails. Note that (b) and (c) are overhead views.

Note: The images on the Workbench in the three establishing shots on the left were generated for the point of view of the camera.
The Responsive Workbench system displays images on the tabletop, which is therefore the image plane in our virtual world. Each image is a projection of the virtual environment onto this plane. Tracking the user’s head position ensures that a virtual object always keeps the same shape and position independent of the user’s viewpoint. However, to a non-tracked user viewing a stereoscopic image generated for a tracked user, the virtual world appears distorted. The perceived shape and position of virtual objects is dependent on the positions of the tracked and non-tracked users. The distortions can be large and if they are extreme it may not even be possible for the non-tracked user to fuse the stereoscopic images.

In Figure 7a, we analyze the distortion for a simple 2D situation and find that it is indeed a shear. The general 3D case as shown in Figure 7b is more complicated. Two images presented to the non-tracked viewer generally cannot be interpreted as the projection of a single 3D scene. For the Responsive Workbench, we have found that users almost always manage to fuse two such non-corresponding images and create a sensation of depth. If the tracked and the non-tracked users are standing next to each other and are about the same height, the 3D case reduces approximately to the simple 2D case and the untracked viewer experiences a sheared virtual world.

**Appendix: The Point of View Distortion**

The Responsive Workbench system displays images on the tabletop, which is therefore the image plane in our virtual world. Each image is a projection of the virtual environment onto this plane. Tracking the user’s head position ensures that a virtual object always keeps the same shape and position independent of the user’s viewpoint. However, to a non-tracked user viewing a stereoscopic image generated for a tracked user, the virtual world appears distorted. The perceived shape and position of virtual objects is dependent on the positions of the tracked and non-tracked users. The distortions can be large and if they are extreme it may not even be possible for the non-tracked user to fuse the stereoscopic images.

In Figure 7a, we analyze the distortion for a simple 2D situation and find that it is indeed a shear. The general 3D case as shown in Figure 7b is more complicated. Two images presented to
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